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INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, I will endeavor to present a general out

look of the union of affections which obtains between the ,vilIs 

of lover and beloved. This subject is quite involved and hence 

if it's explanation is somewhat confusing, it is the fault of 

the vJriter. St. Thomas has written much on the subject, but in 

many and diverse ",orks - hence necessitating much research. 

The plan to be follo~led- is simply this. First of all, vle 

1'1ill treat of the seemingly contradiction involved in the very 

act of this union. For iI;e all kno,,, that the formal object of 

the-will is bonum.in communi; vlhereas in the act of love, a 

particular good becomes the object of the subject's will. Next 

will be presented the means the will uses to break down this in 

difference. There is a twofold means used - that through the 

intellect and also through the will itself. 

After this introduction to the matter, we will get to the 

main topic of the· paper - that of the nature of this affective 

union. The reason that this nature of the affective union is 

treated vThen it is, is that all the material ,,;hich precedes it 

is important to unfold the nature. One important point to 

stress here is the fact that the role of this new nature or 

weight formed in the subject, is to carry the subject out to. 

the object loved. This point is sometimes not regarded as a 

factor in the act of love and hence should be mentioned here. 

Finally, to conclude this .treatment, ""(·re will mention some 

practical conclusions ,,;11ich ilmnediately follo·w upon the affec
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INTRODUCTION (cont.) 

tive u.nion. These, too, are often forgotten in an effort to 

develope the nature of the affective union. vIi th this insight 

as to the natu.re of this paper, it \vould be best nO~J to get 

into the matter. 
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THE AYF'ECTIVE UNION - \imICR IS LOVE ESSEI:~TIALLY 

In general, love is the union between lover and beloved. 

The "''.Thyll is seen clearly from the very nature of love - a 

desire to be one ,\ri th the object and the IIhm,," "Till be the 

immediate purpose of this paper. Since to love is the act of 

the will, it \.,ill first be. necessary to investigate the nature 

of the human will. 

Now, the human will, by its very nature is free and not 

determined to this or that particular good. That is, it de

sires as its end, the cO.mmon good; but in reality, \1e kno\"r 

the action of the will, in the act of love, to be determined 

to some particular object - this or that good. Now, if it is 

not of the nature of the 1dll to be inclined to the particular 

good there must be some quality superadded to the will in some 

1;lay 1Iihich compensates for the change from indifference to one 

of choice. Thus, there must be something definite produced in 

the ,·Till vlhich inclines the '!:!ill to the particular good. Thus 

again, it would seem correct to possit this act of inclination 

on the part of the will to the particular loved object itself 

as existing in the vTill itself. The reasoning behind this is 

clear enough if we understand the nature of the will and its 

relation to the object; for no third thing could enter into 

this operation or else it '!:lOuld hinder the operation and act 

themselves. 
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Now that we have presented the main problem of the matter, 

we can investigate more closely the nature of the affective 

union. But, before vIe discuss the nature of this union, it 

would be advantageous to first discuss the existence of the 

above mentioned fact - the existence in the "Jill of the object 

loved. 

This fact is best pointed out by demonstrating the nec

essity of the presence of the beloved in the '''ill of the lover. 

No act is perfectly and determinately produced by 
any active potency unless the potency is made con
natural to the act by means of some form '''hich is 
the principle of the action. l 

That is to say that no active potency can act in a perfect --or 

determined manner' unless it .is propol.,tioned to its object. 

Thus, there must be some added form whereby the potency is 

made proportionate to the act. Even though it is true that 

the will is proportioned to its object - the good as such 

there is nothing in the \>rill itself which 'ttlOuld incline it to 

one or the other good object; for other\lTise it would not be 

free. Therefore, we can conclude that there is another form 

produced in the \1111 and specified by the good object 1>1hereby 

the '>lill can proceed in a perfect and determined manner to this 

good object. st. Thomas states: 

.For every pO'll!er tends by one opera'"Clon or act to its 
object and the formal aspect of that.object: even as 
by the one sight, \'1e see light and color made vis-
i ble by light ~ Novi, 111/hen "Ive 1I1ill something solely 
for the salce of an ':end, that which is desired for 
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the sake of the end is compared to it a~ the formal 
aspect to an object, as light to color. 

Concisely the above can be explained through the natural 

appetite. Every appetitive pm.,rer, by nature, has its proper 

inclination or natural appetite (sight to see), and is diver

sified according to the mode of each pm'Ier. The 'viII, there"'; 

fore" has· a natural inclination or appetitibility to its proper 

object - bonum in Q.Q1.!ill1uni and thus is called natural love. 

But by nature of its object, the vTill is left indifferent in 

regard to the particular good. Therefore, this indifference 

must be destroyed for the ,·rill to have an affinity to this or 

that good.3 And this is the next problem to investigate - how 

the .indifference of the v·rill to its proper object is destroyed. 

First the intellect plays a role in the destro~ring of the 

indifference by means of the object apprehended. But this ob

ject as apprehended is not the goal of the \·rill, for its object 

is bonum est. in rebus, and the representation is only a prin

ciple infuencing the ,\,1ill by means of representation and not 

formally as loveable -·i.e. as a good having the ratio of end. 

Thus the mere representation of the good object does not ful

fill the desire of the will. Further, the i,rill is a vital 

potency (must move itself through itself) and thus the intel

lect cannot determine the 1'1ill by the representation of a con

crete particular good in the realm of appetite. 

A form considered by the intellect neither moves 
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nor causes anything except through the medil1m of the 
....Till, "Those objeat is an end and a good by "Jhich one 
is moved to act. 

Next the will itself plays its role in the breaking dovm 

bf this indifference. For, just as the intellect upon appre

hension and understanding its object, forms the word (dictio), 

the yJill inclining t01<Tards its' object forms' a certain impulse 

(quality) within itself by which it is rendered proportionate 

to and affected by, the object itself. 5 It is this presence of 

the beloved in the vrilling subject ,.;hich constitutes the affec

tive union. Thus affected, the ,·Till is determined or bent to 

this particular'good. "•.• and thus, the will in choosing its 

object, loves it; and by loving it choo~es it, so too does the 

intellect in understanding speak~ and by ,speaking knmv. 1I6 

Perhaps to gain a fuller knowledge of the interplay of 

intellect' and ,-rill in the production of the affective union, it 

would be well to investigate the nature of the causality exer

cised by the intellect on the '1ill. Since John of st. Thomas 

treats this matter' quite extensively, l,iTe shall treat this mat

ter best by summarizing his tre~tment here. 

The object loved, as represented by the intellect, does 
" 

not move the 'viII by a true physical motion. Rather, "it moves 

the \vill only as a specifying principle and by way of final 

causality.1I7 The motion is thus a moral motion and is not as 

the motion of an efficient cause. Thus "ltle say that the motion 

proper to the final cause is one of attraction, by which the 
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end attracts or dra11s the will. 

still further treatment can be found in the Summa Contra 

Gentiles. 

The first of the motive po1:,ers in, intelligent beings
is the will: because the v.rill applies every power to 
its act. For vie understand because we will, 1I-re ima
gine because we ",rill, and so forth. And the will 
has this because its object is the end - although
the intellect, not by "IIlay of efficient and moving 
cause, but by vIaY of final cause moves the viill, by 8 
putting i1:;s object before it which object is the end. 

Nmv, since tI ••• a thing is not loved because it is kno"m, 

but. because it is good ll9 the will must be moved by the object· 

as it is in nature. Thus the representation of the object by 

the intellect is not a cause distinguished from the object in 

~ but rather a conditio sine qua QQU the exercise of the ob

ject as end is not possible •. Thus it is the object as repre

sented by the intellect ,(IThich operates on the l,...rill only as a 

final or moral cause and not by any physical motion. To clar

ifythis point: 

the object or end, as represented by the in
tellect does not concur efficaciously but finally 
and if the representation or apprehension itself 
operates only by virtue of the object ..:. then the 
representation itself cannot ope~ate itself except 
as-the condition required for the application of the 
cause, and hence is not a different power or anoth~r 
genus of causality than that of extrinsic formal or 
final causality.lO 

Now that i.<le have glanced at the interplay of intellect 

and 1;'Jill, vl9 can investigate the' nature of the causality exer

cised by the good object - whose motion vTe have just seen, is 
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moral, but I'Those causalityis nontheless - real. This moral 

motion, by vThich the good is said to cause, is nothing other 

than the wima immutatio appetitusll by the object, under the 

aspect that the modifiaction depends passively on the object 

and is not actively elicited by the l<Jill. Thus we. note a t'l.'lO

fold dependence of the \>Till on the obj ect. Firstly, vIe note· 

the act of love is actively and efficiently elicited by the 

will and secondly the act of love is passive to the modifica

t:l.onby the object. The object, by its elicitation set up in 

the will, moves the will to actively elicit its act of love. 

And hance we say that the causality of the end or object is 

thus effected through the medium. of love. That is to say that 

the end exercises its causality in proportion as it is good. 

Therefore the object (presupposing the condition of its being· 

knovm) moves the "viII only in the genus of causality in ""hich 

the good is sa.id to move vlhich is final causality. 

But this attracticm as the final cause 1/10uld not effica- . 

CiOllSly attract unless the l·iill 1!Jas determined to do so, But 

as has been previously mentioned, the 1;-Jill is free ar:.d hence 

not determined to one particular good. Therefore inasmuch as 

the act of love depends on the object, we have the causality 

proper to the object; it specifies and finalizes. And inas

much as the act of love, confronted "lith this attraction, is 

actively and efficaciously elicited by the will, we have the 

exercise of the efficient cause. 
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Nmv that '\ve have determined the necessity of the produc

tion as \"ell as the manner of the production of the affective 

union, it remains to determine the nature of this union. 

v,le have already seen the analogy between loye and. knmV'

ledge. For the very nature of knowledge is the union of the 

knm'Ier and knmvn object, :ti1:ce,·rise the union of the lover and 

beloved is the very nature of love. For the action of the t"lO 

p01>lerS are somewhat similar and some'\'lhat dissimilar. The lat

ter is in the subject known and is seen in the fact that the' 

object is given another 'existence in the intellect of the 

knower. \fuereas in the act of loving, the object loved remains 

outside the subject loving. There is only a union of the in

clinations or affections.between the lover and beloved. 

No'w' ,since there is in the affective union an action -v[hich 

remains totally wi thin the povrer, \.\fe call this action - imma

nent. 

Since the vlill is modified and determined in a cer
tain accidental state of being by the act of love, 
love inheres in the ,..rill as in its proper object • 
.Any act, hm"rever, ,,,hich remains vlithin its subj ect 
·as perfecting it, is not an act· in the usual sense 
of the 1:rord, as painting 0'" driving. These latter' 
acts are motio.ns called transient acts; the.v are acts 
of.'imperfect subjects - imperfect under the aspect 
in '1!Thich they remain in potency, "fhich potency re
mains to be actualized in the further continuance 
of the motion. Love is not act in this sense of 
motion; it is an immanent act, a state of being, 
a quality, which is the perfection of the subject, 
not a term produced outside the subject. 12 

In this quote, Fr. Faraoo sUl1unarizes 'liTha t st. Thomas 
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treats in various passages of the act of love and its effect on 

the subject. The point vre wish to stress here is that this act 

of the affective union is an immanent one one which remains 

in the subject as perfecting it. This fact is deeply important 

to the understanding of this treatise- on the affe9tive union; 

for on it is based the "Thole structure of the union. For as 

st. Thomas states: flfor in describing it as uniting he (St. 

Augustine) refers to the union of aff~ctlon, without 'Vlhich 

there is no love: and in saying that it seeks to unite, he 

refers to real union~ ••• 13 

There is a difference in the immanent acts of knowledge 

and love which helps to bring out the nature of love. in 

knowledge, the knm,rer is the object knOl>ln by means of represen

tation, whereas in lov'"e~ the lover is the object loved by 

means of inclination or affection. Nmv it is the very role of 

this 'inclinatio' to bear" the subject out to the object. Thus 

to give a definition of the affective union bet"1gen the lover 

and the beloved we can state t10i:1 that it is the \vill of the 

lover, affected, modified or colored by the beloved in such a 

1-my as to incline the lover out to the beloved as it exists in 

reality. 

By reason of this affective union with the object the 

lover is actually transformed into the object itself. I~ove 

.•• makes the" lover to be according to the thing loving. 1t14 

This union, hm'lever, is not one of essences as is the case in 
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intellectual knm'lledge, nor one by means of representation as 

in sensitive cognition, but rather it is a union of the affec

tions of the lover and beloved. !lLove is not a union of the 

t,,;o things essentially, but of affections. 1115 Lover and be

loved, subject and object respectively, retain their distinc

tion while retaining their identity. still,' the.>, become one 

by reason of the mutual modification of their 'wills, inclining 

one to the other. 

For .from this that love transforms the lover into 
the beloved, it makes the lover enter into the in
terior of the beloved and conversely, so that noth
ing of the lover remain in the beloved' (\ifhich is) 
not united; just as the form coItles to the int~mate 
interior of the formed thing and conversely.lo 

It is the object itself, totally in all its individual 

characteristics which is present in the lover as modifying it 

by "Jay of inclination, for no other object than this particular 

good v;o1J~d so affect the ,dll of the lover to it. Just as a 

stone, because it by nature has 1!.Jeight, naturally tends to fall 

rather than to rise, so too does the vlill naturally tend to 

this obj ect. Thus, unless' the \'Jill is affected, stamped, col

ored, modified or qualified by the individual content of this 

particular good, the Hill must remain indifferent to it~ Thus 

it is the presence of the beloved in the intellectual appetite 

of the lover, by way of inclination, ",hich constitutes the 

affective union and is love essentially. It is therefore, this 

new modification of the \..;ill i,'lhich constitutes that other real
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i ty which v1e have ShoviU is necessary to incline the "viII to 

this or that good. 

Perhaps an example would help to clear up the difficulty 

arising from 'this unusual type of union of object and subject. 

St. Thomas uses this physical example to solve the problem. He 

states: 

Consequently, that 1I1hich is loved is not only in the 
intellect of the lover, but also in his will: al
though in diverse l,iays. For, it is in the intellect 
(the object) according to the similitude of its 
species: but in the "\<rill of the. lover, as the term 
of a motion is said to be already in its proportioned 
motivating principle by reason of that convenience 
and aptitude·· of the principle to that term. Thus, 
in a sense, the higher place· is· in the flame,. be
cause fire is volatile, and consequently is propor
tionate and apt for such a place: and the ndled 
fire is i I7the kindling fire by the likeness of 
its form. 

Although the example itself is perhaps a bit weak, it 

nevertheless serves the purpose of pOinting out the nature of 

the union of the subject and object. For, in the way that prin

ciple and term are proportionate in a movement, the lover and 

beloved are analogously related. For the object exists in the 

1Irill of the lover inclining, impelling, d::.:'avring, affecting the 

lover frDm l,·dthin, out to the object loved. nSince hOltTever, 

the beloved object exists in the lover as inclining and, as it 

\Vere, inirlardly impelling the· lover to the thing lover ..•. 1118 

To conclude this treatment on the nature of the affective 

union it 1.vould do \,11ell to quote a very pertinent passage from 

St. Thomas: 
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••. a natural agent produces a twofold effect on the 
patient: in the first place it gives it the form: and 
secondly it gives it the movement that results from 
the form. Thus the generator gives the generated 
body both 'IIleight and the movement resulting from the 
weight: so that weight, from being the principle of 
movement to the place., '\'lhich is connatural to that 
body by reason of its 1'might, can, in a way, be cal
led natural love. In the same way the appetible ob
ject gives appetite first a certainadaption to it
self, which consists ina being-pleased (complacen
tia) in that object; and from this follows movement 
toward the appetible object •••• Accordingly the 
first change wrought in the appetite by the appetible 
object is called love, and is nothing else than
being-pleased in the object ••.. (For) love consists 
in a chang!. "lI'ought in the appetite by the appetible 
object •••• 9 . 

Thus t.'le see that the flfirst change brought about in the 

appeti te by the appetible l! effected in and by the ,.fill und.er 

the finalizing and specifyi.q.g influence of the object condi

tioned by its apprehension by the intellect, formally consti

tutes love - the affective union. 

NOvI that vIe have investigated the nature of the affective 

union, we can dra", some practical conclusions from this treat

ment. The first conclusion is readily seen from the very pur

pose of the affective union - which is none 'other than to pro

portion the ,·,rill by i:lay of inclination and thus carry it out to 

the object loved - the union thus takes on a role of motivating 

impelling force. st. Augustine, in his Confessions, calls love 

his "(.imight by 1..!hic11. he is carried vrherever he is carried. 1I]:,1y 

love, my weight, by i:!hich I am carried wherever I am carried. II 

20 . The affective union, as a quality i~1.heT'ing in the will, 
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thus becomes the motive force by which love, once initiated,is 

made to continue. It is the impulse or vleight in the will by 

which the impression of the appetible object inheres more firm

ly in the will. This is precisely ,·!hat St. Thomas speaks of 

when he states that the beloved exists in the lover as an im

pellingforce driving the lover from 1vithin toward the object 

loved. 21 

From this '!freight, impelling the "Till tOvlards the beloved, 

vle can reason to the fact that because of this inclination, it 

can influence other actions of the lover. Furthermore, the 

more perfectly a particular good weights the will so that its 

influence is felt in other actions, so much more perfect anq 

universal must this good be. Finally, if this good so per

meates, the "Jill that it unifies and colors all the actions of' 

the lover, then this good becomes an ultimate end for the lover 

and is said to be loved with his whole heart. 22 A good example 

of such an act is seen in friendship. This topic is one about 

which Aristotle devoted two books of his treatise Ethics. 

BoOks eight and nine of ,this treatise are devoted solely to in

vestigate its nature, difficulties etc. and "lOuld be, well to 

quote a fe,V' lines from it. 

In loving a friend., men love what is good to thern
selves~ For the good man in becoming a friend be
comes a good to his friend. Each, then, both loves 
,.iha t is good himself and makes an equal return both 
as to 'Hilling and to the, kind of i.dlling. For friet1d
ship is said to be equality. These things are found 
chiefly in the friendship of the good. 23 
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Many more pertinent passages could be inserted here bp:t 

because of the nature of this paper, it is impossible to' do so. 

A second and nal conclusion to be drairlU from this study 

is' one lv-hich is per~aps more difficult. to realize, .bJ.lt immedi

ately follovTS upon the above' conclusion. Fr. Faraon sta,tes 

that by 'reason of the object I s intimate presence ..in the. vlill 

through· its weight, it oarl qe seen hOvl' and 'ltlhy a' more perfect 

love does not require a proportionate previous perfection of 

knm11edge. It is true that kno\v:ledge is a cOl1di tio sine Qua 

llQll for ~ove] but once this initial role, of knowledge is ful

filled, the love can increase and become more perfect without 

depending on a proportionate· increase in l{nOi.'Tledge. For love , 
-regards the object as it is in itself and not as it is repre

sented, and it is the object as it exists in reality which 

affects the 111111. However, the more p£lrfect the love, the more 

in~timate lover arid beloved become, and the more intimate the 

lover becomes 'with the beloved, the mo're perfect does the 

understanding of the beloved come to the lover. 'This special 

understanding of the beloved is the fruit of love and is by 

reason of love. True, this affective kn01·rledge of the beloved 

can, in its turn, cause the increase of love, but it must it

self be first caused by love. 

Thus vie see the interplay of intellec t and vIill more fully 

now. For the action of the will depends on the intellect for 
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its first impulse and once thi s is made to be a 't'1eight in the 

will, the action of the will to its object far surpasses any 

knm·,ledge the intellect can receive from its object. We have 

also shovlD that by means of a more perfect love, the lover can 

knoltT more of the beloved than he can through the intellect 

alone. Thus we see the important role the action of the will 

plays in our life. 



CONCLUSION 

Nmq that we have presented the nature of the affective 

union, we can ask the question - vlhat is the purpose of this 

. ?-affective unlon.- Briefly, it is the real union of lover and 
. 1.beloved - subject and object. NovI. a real union lmples contact 

'I. 

and this contact is diversified according as the nature and 

state of the object in question. Thus, there are three types 

of contact possible - spiritual, physical or both spiritual and 

physical. The first - spiritual - is proper only to ptITely 

spiritual beings 'and the second to brute animals. The third 

contact is the one i,>lhich 1,ve are interested in here and needs 

some explanation. - 

Since man is _not a f'bodyand soul ll but rather, as Fr.-

Faraon states a "souled-body" the real union ",hich human love 

is capable of ,·rill not at one time be spiritual and another 

time physical, but rather spiritual and physical in the same 

act of -love. Still ~ the real union "Till be primarily spiritual 

because the spiritual 'partl of man's essence is the more 

noble. Thus physical contact - in the sense of the act of pro

creation of children-- is not a conditio sine ~ llQQ for love 

in m~rriage, for this act is accidental to the act of love. 

Hence, we see that love can obtain between t1>TO people '!,>lhose 

motives or interests are other than this type of physical con

tact. 

This is exactly what st. Thomas and Aristotle hit upon 
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when they state that friendship betv.,een members of the same sex 

can surpass any love obtainable bet1'1!een the opposite sexes or 

even between a father and son or other filial relationships. 

Thus we see that love is not somethi to be regarded as off

bounds in a priest's or seminarian's life, but rather an inte

gral part of his life and one 'Itlhich could and should permit 

development. 
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